Abstract. This paper is devoted to the investigation of the following nonlocal dispersal equation
Introduction and main results
The present paper is devoted to the investigation of the following nonlocal dispersal equation (or, integro-differential equation) in spatio-temporal heterogeneous environments u t (t, x) = D σ m Ω J σ (x − y)u(t, y)dy − u(t, x) + f (t, x, u(t, x)), t > 0, x ∈ Ω, (1 (1) f (·, x, s) ∈ C(R), f (t, ·, s) ∈ C 1 (Ω) and f (t, x, ·) ∈ C 1 (R). (2) f (t, x, 0) = 0 for all (t, x) ∈ R × Ω and there is T > 0 such that f (t + T, x, s) = f (t, x, s), ∀(t, x, s) ∈ R × Ω × R.
(3) For all (t, x) ∈ R × Ω, the function s → f (t,x,s) s is decreasing on (0, ∞). (4) There exists S ∈ C(R × Ω) ∩ L ∞ (R × Ω) such that f (t, x, S(t, x)) ≤ 0, ∀(t, x) ∈ R × Ω.
The equation (1.1) is often used to model the evolution of species that exhibit long range internal interactions and are subject to seasonal effects and spatial variations (see e.g. [1, 2, 16, 17, 12, 14, 20, 24] ). In this context, whether the species can survive or not, and the eventual distributions of the species if survive are fundamental issues. In terms of the equation (1.1), these issues are closely related to the global dynamics of the solutions of (1.1) and corresponding effects of the dispersal rate and the dispersal range characterized D and σ, respectively, on the solutions. The number m is referred to as the cost parameter (see e.g. [1, 2, 12, 14, 24] ).
As it is known from [1, 2, 22, 24] and references therein, the principal spectral theory of the linear operator associated to the equation (1.1) linearized at zero, namely, the nonlocal parabolic-type operator
plays an essential role in investigating the equation (1.1). To study the principal spectral theory of the above operator, it is natural to consider the operator with general continuous T -periodic coefficient a(t, x) as follows
J(x − y)v(t, y)dy − v(t, x) + a(t, x)v(t, x), (t, x) ∈ R × Ω, (1.2) where a ∈ C(R × Ω) satisfies a(t + T, x) = a(t, x), (t, x) ∈ R × Ω.
We define the following spaces X Ω , X + Ω and X
++ Ω :
X Ω = v ∈ C 1,0 (R × Ω) v(t + T, x) = v(t, x), (t, x) ∈ R × Ω ,
X
+ Ω = v ∈ X Ω v(t, x) ≥ 0, (t, x) ∈ R × Ω , and X ++ Ω = v ∈ X Ω v(t, x) > 0, (t, x) ∈ R × Ω , The principal spectral theory for nonlocal elliptic-type operators and their properties have been extensively investigated in [9, 7, 8, 1, 23] and references therein. In particular, Coville et al. proved in [7, 8, 9 ] a sharp sufficient condition for the existence of the principal eigenvalue using the generalized principal spectral theory developed in [3] , while Shen and Xie proved in [23] a necessary and sufficient spectral condition for the existence of the principal eigenvalue using a dynamical system approach.
The principal spectral theory of nonlocal parabolic-type operators like L Ω is later studied by Rawal and Shen [22] . Due to the non-compactness of nonlocal operators and their resolvents, principal eigenvalues do not exist in general. The notion principal spectrum point (see Definition 2.1), in replace of principal eigenvalue, was used in [22] . Moreover, they proved a necessary and sufficient spectral condition for the principal spectrum point becoming the principal eigenvalue. More precisely, they proved the following theorem. It is nice that the condition λ 1 (−L Ω ) < λ * in the above theorem is necessary and sufficient. However, it turns out it is rather hard to check when this condition is true, since it is related to both λ 1 (−L Ω ) and a(t, x). Therefore, it is necessary to find an easily verifiable sufficient condition for λ 1 (−L Ω ) being the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω . This leads to our first main result. Besides this, we also prove sup-inf characterizations of the principal eigenvalue under this condition. These results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem A (Principal eigenvalue and sup-inf characterizations). Suppose (H1) and (H2). If
where
One sees that the condition (1.4) concerns the smoothness of a T (x) near its maximum points. More importantly, (1.4) is not related to the dispersal kernel J and λ 1 (−L Ω ), and therefore, it is very useful when we study the equation (1.1) with scaled kernels later. Although the condition (1.4) is only a sufficient condition, it is indeed sharp in the sense that a function a(t, x) unfulfilling (1.4) can be constructed so that −L Ω does not admit any eigenvalue (see e.g. [9] ). The quantities λ p (−L Ω ) and λ p (−L Ω ), always well-defined, are usually called the generalized principal eigenvalues of −L Ω . These notions are originally introduced by Berestycki, Nirenberg and Varadhan in [3] to study the principal spectral theory of elliptic operators. Since then, they are widely used to study the principal spectral theory of various linear operators associated to reaction-diffusion equations and nonlocal dispersal equations (see [1, 4, 5, 9, 19, 26, 27] and references therein). The equivalence of λ 1 (−L Ω ), λ p (−L Ω ) and λ p (−L Ω ) under the condition (1.4) provides not only sup-inf characterizations of λ 1 (−L Ω ), but also alternative and powerful tools in the spirit of analysis to study deeper qualitative properties of λ 1 (−L Ω ) to be presented.
In the presence of the principal spectral theory, namely, Theorem A, we then move forward to study the global dynamics of solutions of the equation (1.1) in the non-scaled case with m = 0 and σ = 1, that is,
(1.6)
To do so, we need to investigate Liouville-type results, namely, the existence/nonexistence, of positive entire solutions of the equation
Before stating out results, we remark that the global dynamics of (1.6) has been partially investigated by Rawal and Shen in [22] . They proved that if λ 1 (−L Ω ) < 0, solutions of (1.6) converges, as t → ∞, to the unique positive T -periodic solution of (1.7). But, the global dynamics of (1.6) and Liouvilletype result of (1.7) when λ 1 (−L Ω ) ≥ 0 has not been investigated yet. Moreover, the problem in the critical case λ 1 (−L Ω ) = 0 seems to be challenging. These issues will be studied in the present paper. Let a(t, x) = f s (t, x, 0) for (t, x) ∈ R × Ω, and L Ω be the linear operator associated to the linearization of (1.7) at u ≡ 0 defined by (1.2). We prove the following theorem.
Theorem B (Bifurcation and global dynamics). Suppose (H1), (H2) and (1.4). Then, the equation (1.7) admits a solution in the space X ++ Ω if and only if λ 1 (−L Ω ) < 0. Moreover, if exists, the solution denoted by u * is unique in X ++ Ω . Also, let u(t, x; u 0 ) be a solution of (1.6) with initial data u 0 ∈ C(Ω), which is not identically zero and non-negative, then the following statements hold.
where · ∞ is the sup norm on C(Ω);
(iii) If λ 1 (−L Ω ) = 0 and u(t, x; u 0 ) is equi-continuous in space, namely, there exists t 0 > 0 such that for any > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
In Theorem B, we fully characterize the bifurcation of non-negative T -periodic solutions of the equation (1.7) by the sign of the principal eigenvalue. Meanwhile, the global dynamics of (1.6) in the case λ 1 (−L Ω ) ≥ 0 is studied. It is worthwhile to point out that in the case f (t, x, s) = f (x, s), the global dynamics of (1.6) based on the bifurcation result of (1.7) have attracted a lot of attention recently due to their significance in applications and underlying mathematical challenges (see e.g. [7, 9, 23, 1, 2, 25, 26] ). In particular, to investigate the problem, the authors in [7, 9, 1, 2] took a PDE approach, while the authors in [23, 25] employed a dynamical system approach. In the proof of Theorem B, we take advantage of both PDE and dynamical system approaches to tackle those essential difficulties stemming from the lack of regularizing effects of the semigroup generated by the nonlocal dispersal operator and the presence of time-dependence of f .
In the critical case λ 1 (−L Ω ) = 0, the global dynamics is only proven under the additional condition (1.8). We remark that in the case f (t, x, s) = f (x, s) treated in [7, 9, 1, 2] , such a condition is not required thanks to a Harnack-type inequality for nonlocal elliptic-type equations and bootstrap arguments. But, for nonlocal parabolic-type equations as in our case, no Harnack-type inequality is known, and bootstrap arguments together with the variation of constants formula are not helping due to the lack of regularizing effects of the semigroup generated by the nonlocal dispersal operator as just mentioned. Although, we believe that (1.8) is sharp, the global dynamics of (1.6) is still an open problem without this condition. Based on Theorem A and Theorem B, we now turn to study the effects of the dispersal rate D and the dispersal range characterized by σ on the principal eigenvalue and the positive T -periodic solution associated to the equation (1.1).
We first study the effects of the dispersal rate D. For this purpose, it is more convenient to consider those associated to the non-scaled equations (1.6) and (1.7). In the next theorem, we write λ
Theorem C (Effects of the dispersal rate). Suppose (H1), (H2) and (1.4). The following properties hold.
(1) There holds 
where v * (t, x) is the unique positive and T -periodic solution of the equation v t = f (t, x, v) for every x ∈ Ω. * We emphasize that due to the unboundedness of L Ω and the non-self-adjointness of L Ω resulting in the lack of the usual L 2 (Ω) variational formula for the principal eigenvalue if exists, we cannot invoke the techniques used in the papers [1, 9, 7, 23] and this causes lots of troubles. Thanks to the characterizations (1.5), these difficulties raised in the proof of Theorem C can be overcome. These characterizations are also very useful in the study of the effect of dispersal range in Theorem E. Theorem C(1)(3) shows that, provided max x∈Ω a T (x) > 0, the small dispersal rates are favored, while the large dispersal rates are always unfavored. It would be interesting to know whether or not λ D 1 (−L Ω ) is monotone with respect to D. It is referred to [12] for the construction of a nonmonotone sequence of principal eigenvalues of elliptic operators with Neumann boundary condition, and therefore, we believe that there is no monotonicity in general. However, in a special case as in the last statement of Theorem C(2), we prove the monotonicity. Now, we study the effects of the dispersal range characterized by σ. To do so, let us consider the following operator
associated to the linearization of (1.1) at u ≡ 0. We prove the following result.
Theorem D (Scaling limits of the principal eigenvalue). Suppose (H1), (H2) and (1.4).
(1) As σ → ∞, there holds
(2) As σ → 0 + , there holds
(3) In the case m = 0, if Ω contains the origin and a(t, x) is radially symmetric and radially decreasing with respect to x, namely, a(t, x) = a(t, y) if |x| = |y| and a(t, x) ≤ a(t, y) if |x| ≥ |y| for all t ∈ R, then σ → λ 1 (−L Ω,0,σ ) is non-decreasing. Results as in Theorem D, in the case of nonlocal elliptic-type operators, have been obtained in [1, 23] . The fact being lack of the usual L 2 (Ω) variational characterization for the principal eigenvalue in our case indeed yields big obstacles, especially, in the study of the limit of λ 1 (−L Ω,m,σ ) as σ → 0 + . This is overcome by the sup-inf characterizations of the principal eigenvalue as in Theorem A and an involved analysis of decaying rates in terms of σ of various terms (see the proof of Theorem D in Section 4 for more details). It is also generally understood that the time-dependence of f (t, x, s) largely complicates the behavior of the principal eigenvalue λ 1 (−L Ω,m,σ ) in term of various parameters. We remark that σ 1 and σ 1 represent two completely different dispersal strategies. The former says that the dispersal is essentially localized, while the later supports the dispersal over a very long distance. It is interesting to see that the behaviors of the principal eigenvalue are intrinsically different in the cases m = 0 and m ∈ (0, 2). More precisely, in the case m ∈ (0, 2), both small and large dispersal ranges are favoured provided max x∈Ω a T (x) > 0. The situation in the case m = 0 is more complicated. If max x∈Ω a T (x) ∈ (0, D), small dispersal ranges are favoured and large dispersal ranges are unfavored, while if max x∈Ω a T (x) > D, both small and large dispersal ranges are favoured. From this, we can see the involved global dynamics of (1.1) with respect to the dispersal range.
We further investigate the behaviors of the positive T -periodic solution of the following equation
in favoured cases and prove, in particular, the following theorem.
Theorem E (Scaling limits of the positive T -periodic solution). Suppose (H1), (H2) and (1.4).
(1) For each m ∈ [0, 2), the following statements hold.
where v * (t, x) is the unique positive and T -periodic solution of the equation
(2) For each m > 0, the following statements hold.
(a) If max x∈Ω a T (x) > 0, then there exist 1 σ 2 < ∞ such that for each σ > σ 2 , the equation (1.9) has a unique positive T -periodic solution u * σ that is globally asymptotically stable.
Open problem 2: Assume that max x∈Ω a T (x) ∈ (0, D) in the case of Theorem D(3). Can one prove the limit
where σ * is given in Remark 1.2 and what happens if max x∈Ω a T (x) = D?
Results as in Theorem E have been obtained by Berestycki, Coville and Vo in [2] in the case f (t, x, s) = f (x, s). More precisely, it was proven in [2] that for f (x, s) = a(x)s − s 2 and m ∈ [0, 2), the unique positive solution of the following equation
converges, as σ → 0 + , to the nonnegative solution of
which may not be unique due to the lack of regularity. Very recently, Shen and Xie studied in [24] the case with m = 2 and σ → 0 + and proved that the principal eigenvalue and the positive T -periodic * solution converge to that of the corresponding reaction-diffusion equation
for some appropriate d > 0. Finally, we establish a maximum principle for the operator L Ω defined in (1.2), which is of fundamental importance and independent interest. Definition 1.3 (Maximum principle). We say that L Ω admits the maximum principle if for any
Theorem F (Maximum principle). Suppose (H1), (H2) and (1.4). Then, L Ω admits the maximum principle if and only if
For the proof of this result, we only need (1.4) so that λ 1 (−L Ω ) is the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω , therefore, it is independent of other results obtained in the present paper. A similar result in the case f (t, x, s) = f (x, s) has been obtained by Coville in [9] . We point out that, for elliptic and parabolic operators, the maximum principle holds if and only if the principal eigenvalue is positive (see e.g. [3, 21] ).
To this end, let us mention that the study of (1.1) serves as the first step to the understanding of the global dynamics of the following competition system, which is of great biological and mathematical interest, proposed in [14] ,
(1.12) In fact, the investigation of the global dynamics of (1.12), which is one of big challenges in the study of reaction-diffusion equations, relies on the detailed stability analysis of semi-trivial states mainly coming from the investigation of (1.1). We refer the reader to [12, 13] for the treatment of a similar parabolic competition system.
Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the existence of the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω as well as its characterizations. In particular, we prove Theorem A. In Section 3, we study the bifurcation of non-negative T -periodic solutions of (1.7) when the principal eigenvalue λ 1 (−L Ω ) crosses 0, as well as the global dynamics of (1.6). In particular, Theorem B is proven. In Section 4, we study the effects of the dispersal rate D on the principal eigenvalue λ 1 (−L Ω ) and the positive T -periodic solution, and prove Theorem C. In Section 5, we study the effects of the dispersal range characterized by σ on the principal eigenvalue and the positive T -periodic solution associated to the (1.1) and (1.9). In particular, we prove Theorem E. The last section, Section 6, is devoted to the proof of the maximum principle stated in Theorem F.
Principal eigenvalue and sup-inf characterizations
In this section, we investigate the principal spectral theory of the operator L Ω defined in (1.2) and prove Theorem A. Let us start with the definition of principal spectrum point and principal eigenvalue. Recall that the spaces X Ω , X + Ω and X ++ Ω are defined in (1.3).
Definition 2.1. The principal spectrum point of −L Ω is defined by
It is known (see e.g. [9, 25] ) that, due to the nonlocality, neither the operator (1.2) nor its resolvent is compact, and therefore, the Krein-Rutmann theory cannot be applied to derive the existence of the principal eigenvalue. As a matter of fact, −L Ω does not admit a principal eigenvalue in general. It is then of vital significance to know when λ 1 (−L Ω ) is indeed the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω . For nonlocal parabolic-type operator, the first result was obtained by Rawal and Shen in [22] (see Theorem 1.1). The authors of [22] actually also proved that any eigenvalue λ ∈ R of −L Ω having an eigenfunction in X + Ω coincides with λ 1 (−L Ω ), and therefore, must be the principal eigenvalue. Theorem 1.1 gives a necessary and sufficient spectral condition to determine whether λ 1 (−L Ω ) is the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω . However, this spectral condition is hard to verify in general as λ 1 (−L Ω ) is not computable and can be barely estimated in general. Although some sufficient conditions based on this spectral condition have been obtained in [22, Theorem B], they are more or less restricted. Therefore, it is eager to find a more verifiable condition for λ 1 (−L Ω ) becoming the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω . Here, we provide a sufficient condition that only requires mild smoothness of a T (x) near its maximum points.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (H1) and (H2
We remark that (1.4) is independent of the dispersal kernel J, and hence, the condition (1.4) is very useful later when we study the equation (1.1) with scaled kernels. Theorem 2.2 is the first part of Theorem A.
Before proving Theorem 2.2, let us write L Ω = H Ω + K Ω , where
and, recall the following results from [22] .
Proposition 2.3. Suppose (H1) and (H2).
(1) For any α > −λ * , the inverse (α − H Ω ) −1 exists. Moreover, there exists M > 0 such that the estimate
It is referred to [22, Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.7] for the proof of the above proposition. We now prove Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By contradiction, we assume
It is known from the variation of constants formula that for any α > −λ * and
In particular, there holds the monotonicity of the operator (α − H Ω ) −1 in the sense that
Applying K Ω to both sides of the above estimate, we find
By the monotonicity of (α − H Ω ) −1 , (2.2) and Proposition 2.3(1), we find for each (t,
and then
dzdy.
Repeating the above arguments, we find for each (t, x 0 ) ∈ R × Ω the following estimate
As a result,
which implies that for any x 0 ∈ Ω and δ > 0,
where B δ (x 0 ) is the open ball in R N centered at x 0 with radius δ. We then use (2.1) and Gelfand's formula for the spectral radius of a bounded linear operator to obtain 1 ≥ inf
for all x 0 ∈ Ω, δ > 0 and α ∈ (−λ * , −λ * + 1]. Since J is continuous and J(0) > 0, there exists δ * > 0 and c * > 0 such that J ≥ c * on B δ * (0), the open ball in R N centered at 0 with radius δ * . Hence,
. In particular, for any x 0 ∈ Ω and α ∈ (−λ * , −λ * + 1],
dy.
which implies the existence of some * ∈ (0, 1) such that
for all ∈ (0, * ]. In particular, I(x * , δ * /2, −λ * + * ) ≥ 2, which contradicts to (2.3).
To further investigate the properties of the principal eigenvalue λ 1 (−L Ω ) under the condition (1.4), let us introduce the following notions. 
It is easy to see that λ p (−L Ω ) and λ p (−L Ω ) are always well-defined. We prove the "Moreover" part of Theorem A, which is restated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose (H1), (H2) and (1.4) . There holds
Proof. For simplicity, we write
Since inf R×Ω φ 1 > 0, one has λ 1 ≤ λ p . We suppose by contradiction that λ 1 < λ p . From the definition of λ p , we can find some λ ∈ (λ 1 , λ p ) and φ ∈ X
++ Ω such that
we deduce
Using (2.4), we find
Then, w t (t 0 , x 0 ) = 0. Hence, setting (t, x) = (t 0 , x 0 ) in (2.6) yields −(λ 1 − λ)φ 1 (t 0 , x 0 ) ≤ 0, which leads to λ 1 ≥ λ. This contradiction confirms λ 1 = λ p . Next, we prove
. The same arguments as above apply and we derive
One can find some (t 1 , x 1 ) ∈ R × Ω such that
Substituting (t 1 , x 1 ) into the right-hand side of (2.7), we derive the contradiction.
We remark that the parabolic-type operator −L Ω is not self-adjoint, and thus, we are lack of the usual L 2 (Ω) variational formula for the principal eigenvalue λ 1 (−L Ω ). The sup-inf characterizations of λ 1 (−L Ω ) given in Theorem 2.5 remedy the situation and play crucial roles in the sequel.
Bifurcation and global dynamics
In this section, we study the long-time behaviors of the solutions of (1.6), namely,
and prove Theorem B.
We define the following spaces:
Denote by · ∞ the max norm on X Ω . For u 0 ∈ X Ω , we denote by u(t, ·; u 0 ) ∈ X Ω for all t > 0 the unique solution of (1.6) with initial data u(0, ·; u 0 ) = u 0 . By the comparison principle (see e.g. [15, 22] 
++ Ω for all t > 0. Let us consider the linearization of (1.6) at u ≡ 0, namely,
Denote by {Φ(t; s)} t≥s≥0 the evolution family on X Ω generated by (3.1), that is, if u(t, x; s, u 0 ) is the unique solution of (3.1) with initial data u(s, ·; s, u 0 ) = u 0 ∈ X Ω , then u(t, ·; s, u 0 ) = Φ(t; s)u 0 ∈ X Ω for all t ≥ s. By comparison principle, if u 0 ∈ X + Ω , so does Φ(t; s)u 0 for all t > s. Moreover, if u 0 ∈ X + Ω \{0}, then Φ(t; s)u 0 ∈ X ++ Ω for all t > s. Also, by time-periodicity, one has Φ(t + T, s + T ) = Φ(t, s) for all t ≥ s ≥ 0. The operator norm of Φ(t, s) is denoted by Φ(t, s) .
To prove Theorem B, we first prove the following two comparison principles.
Proposition 3.1. Let u ∈ X
++ Ω be a sub-solution of (1.7) and v ∈ X
++ Ω be a super-solution of (1.7). Then, u ≤ v in R × Ω.
Proof. Let
By the assumptions on u and v, the number α * is well-defined and positive. If α * ≤ 1, then we are done. So, we assume α * > 1. * Set w := v − α * u. Then, w ≥ 0 and there exists (t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ R × Ω such that w(t 0 , x 0 ) = 0. Obviously, w satisfies
where we used (H2)-(3) and α * > 1 in the second inequality. Considering the above inequality at (t 0 , x 0 ), we find the contradiction immediately. Proposition 3.2. Let u be a nonnegative and bounded solution of (1.7) and be equi-continuous in space, namely, for any > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
Proof. By the assumptions on u and v, it is obviously seen that
is well-defined and positive.
Let us assume by contradiction that k * > 1. We see that w := u − k * v ≤ 0 on R × Ω, and by the definition of k * , there exists a sequence {(t n , x n )} ⊂ R × Ω such that
Let τ n ∈ [0, T ] be such that t n − τ n ∈ T Z. Up to a subsequence, we may assume, without loss of generality, that τ n → τ * ∈ [0, T ], x n → x * ∈ Ω. Considering the functions u n (t, x) = u(t + t n , x), v n (t, x) = v(t + t n , x) and w n (t, x) = w(t + t n , x), we see that w n satisfies
Since v is T -periodic in t, v n (t, x) converges, uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × Ω, as n → ∞, to v(t, x) = v(t + τ * , x). Moreover, ∂ t v n (t, x) converges, uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × Ω, as n → ∞, to v t (t, x). By the assumptions on u and (H2)-(1), {u n } n , {∂ t u n } n are {∂ 2 tt u n } n are uniformly bounded and equi-continuous in space and time. Arzelà-Ascoli theorem then implies the existence of some continuous function u : R × Ω → R, continuously differentiable in t, such that u n (t, x) → u(t, x) and ∂ t u n (t, x) → u t (t, x) locally uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × Ω as n → ∞ along some subsequence. In particular, u satisfies (1.7). Therefore, setting w := u − k * v and letting n → ∞ in (3.2), we find
where we used (H2)-(3) and
Obviously, w(0, x * ) = 0, the maximum principle (see Theorem 3.2 [14] ), asserts that there exists t * ∈ [0, T ] such that w(t, x) = 0 for (t, x) ∈ [−t * , 0] × Ω. This contradicts to (3.3). Hence, k * ≤ 1 and v ≥ u in R × Ω follows.
We are now in the position to prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Let λ 1 = λ 1 (−L Ω ) for simplicity.
If λ 1 < 0, the results in [22, Theorem E] using a contraction argument confirms the existence and uniqueness of a solution u * ∈ X
++ Ω of (1 .7) as well as the statement in (i). For the sake of completeness, we outline the arguments.
On one hand, it is easy to see from (H2)-(4) that for any M 1, u(t, x) ≡ M is a super-solution of (1 .7), and then, the time-periodicity implies that {u(nT, ·; M )} n is a non-increasing sequence. Therefore,
is well-defined and upper semi-continuous. On the other hand, for any 0 < 1, it can be shown using the assumption λ 1 < 0 that φ 1 is a sub-solution of (1.7), where φ 1 is a fixed principal eigenfunction of −L Ω , and then, {u(nT, ·; φ 1 (0, ·))} n is a non-decreasing sequence. Therefore,
is well-defined and lower semi-continuous. Clearly, u − ≤ u + . Arguments using part metric then ensure u + = u − . To be more specific, we define
It can be shown that the sequence {ρ n } n is decreasing, and thus,
is well-defined. It can be further shown that ρ * = 0, which implies u + = u − . Hence, v * := u + is continuous and inf x∈Ω v * > 0. Clearly, u(T, ·; v * ) = v * . Then, v * can be easily extended to a solution u * ∈ X
++ Ω of (1.7) such that u * (t, ·) = u(t, ·; v * ) for t ∈ [0, T ]. By the above contraction argument, the uniqueness of solutions of (1.7) in the space X ++ Ω follows. The uniqueness also follows directly from Proposition 3.1. The global stability of u * follows again from the contraction argument.
Next, we show that if λ 1 ≥ 0, then the equation (1.7) admits no solution in X ++ Ω . For contradiction, suppose that v * ∈ X
++ Ω is a solution of (1.7). Let φ 1 be the principal eigenfunction associated to λ 1 with the normalization φ 1 < v * in R × Ω. We see from (H2)-(3) that
that is, φ 1 is a super-solution of (1.7). By Proposition 3.1, there holds v * ≤ φ 1 in R × Ω, which contradicts to the normalization.
Finally, we prove (ii) and (iii).
(ii) Suppose λ 1 > 0. Since f (t, x, u(t, x; u 0 )) ≤ a(t, x)u(t, x; u 0 ), one verifies
J(x − y)u(t, y; u 0 )dy − u(t, x; u 0 ) + a(t, x)u(t, x; u 0 ).
Comparison principle yields u(t, ·; u 0 ) ≤ Φ(t, 0)u 0 . We claim Φ(t, 0)u 0 ∞ → 0 as t → ∞. Write t = [t] + r t , where [t] is the largest number of the form nT not great than t and r t ∈ [0, T ). By time-periodicity, one finds
Moreover, by [22, Proposition 3.10] , one has
and therefore,
In particular, one finds Φ(T, 0)
2 T n for n 1. Hence,
This proves the claim and confirms the statement.
(iii) Let u(t, x; u 0 ) be the solution as in the statement. Suppose u(t, ·; u 0 ) ∞ 0 as t → ∞. Then, we can find some δ 0 > 0 and a sequence {(t n , x n )} ⊂ [t 0 , ∞) × Ω with t n → ∞ as n → ∞ such that
Set u n (t, x) = u(t + t n , x; u 0 ). Arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 ensure the existence of some continuous function u : R × Ω → R, continuously differentiable in t, such that u n (t, x) → u(t, x) and ∂ t u n (t, x) → u t (t, x) locally uniformly in (t, x) ∈ R × Ω as n → ∞ along some subsequence (still denoted by n → ∞). Clearly, u(t, x) is a nonnegative and bounded solution of (1.7). We claim that u ≡ 0. If not, then we can normalize φ 1 so that there is some (t * , x * ) ∈ R × Ω such that u(t * , x * ) > φ 1 (t * , x * ). As in (2), we can show that φ 1 is super-solution of (1.7). Applying Proposition 3.2, we then conclude that u ≤ φ 1 , which leads to a contradiction.
But, the estimate (3.4) says that passing n → ∞ along some subsequence, we find some x * ∈ Ω such that u(0, x * ) ← u(0, x n ) = u(t n , x n ; u 0 ) ≥ δ 0 , which contradicts to u ≡ 0. Hence, lim t→∞ u(t, ·; u 0 ) ∞ = 0.
Effects of the dispersal rate
In this section, we study the effects of the dispersal rate D on λ 1 (D) := λ 1 (−L Ω ) and the positive T -periodic solution associated to the equations (1.6) and (1.7). In particular, we prove Theorem C.
We first prove Theorem C(1) concerning the effects of D on λ 1 (D).
Proof of Theorem C(1). As λ 1 (D) is an isolated eigenvalue, the continuous differentiability follows from the classical perturbation theory (see e.g. [18] ). We first prove that
We claim that, for each 0 < 1, there exists D ∈ (0, 1) such that
It is easy to check that
is a positive T -periodic solution of φ t = a(t, x)φ − a T (x)φ. In particular, φ ∈ X ++ Ω . For any 0 < 1, we set
Using min (t,x)∈[0,T ]×Ω φ(t, x) > 0, it is straightforward to check that for each 0 < 1, there exists
It then follows from (4.3), the definitions of λ p (−L Ω ) and λ p (−L Ω ), and Theorem 2.5 that for each 0 < 1,
This is exactly (4.2). Now, by Theorem 2.2 and (4.2), for each 0 < 1 there exists D ∈ (0, 1) such that
which leads to (4.1).
To show
we consider the following operator 
We see that
Next, we prove the monotonicity of the function D → λ 1 (D) for a special class of a(t, x) as in Theorem C(2).
Proof of Theorem C(2). We write
T Ω , where the superscripts S and T stand for space and time, respectively, and 
Multiplying the above equation by φ S D and integrating the resulting equation over Ω, we find
where we used the fact that
It then follows from (4.5) that
T D is continuously differentiable, positive and T -periodic, and satisfies
. The result of the lemma then follows from the property of
Finally, we study the effects of the dispersal rate D on the positive T -periodic solutions of (1.7) by proving Theorem C(3)(4). 
Effects of the dispersal range and scaling limits
In this section, we study the effects of dispersal range characterized by σ on the principal eigenvalue and the positive T -periodic solution associated to (1.1) and (1.9). In particular, we prove Theorem D and Theorem E.
Let us start with the consideration of the following operator
associated to the linearization of (1.1) at u ≡ 0, where
Note that for each fixed σ > 0 and m ≥ 0, introducing the new dispersal rateD := D σ m and the new dispersal kernelJ := J σ , we are completely in the situation of the operator (1.2). Therefore, studies and results in the previous sections apply here. In particular, we have the following proposition collecting some basic facts about
Proposition 5.1. Suppose (H1) and (H2). Let m ≥ 0 and σ > 0.
(1) The principal spectrum point λ 1 (−L Ω,m,σ ) is the principal eigenvalue if and only if
Moreover, when λ 1 (−L Ω,m,σ ) is the principal eigenvalue of −L Ω,m,σ , it is geometrically simple and has an associated eigenfunction in X 
is Lipschitz continuous with respect to a(t, x). More precisely,
where C 0 > 0 depending on m, σ, J and the associated principal eigenfunction of λ p (−L Ω2,m,σ ). 
The result then follows from the facts that U σ,σ0 is bounded and linear, and U σ,σ0 → 0 in norm as σ → σ 0 .
Next, we prove Theorem D concerning the scaling limits of principal eigenvalues.
Proof of Theorem D.
(1) We here only prove the result in the case m > 0; the m = 0 case can be proven similarly. Thus, we assume m > 0. By Proposition 5.1, we find
It remains to show that lim inf
To do so, let us fix some constant φ 0 > 0. One verifies that for each x ∈ Ω, the function
is a positive T -periodic solution of the ODE v t = a(t, x)v − a T (x)v. Clearly, φ ∈ X
++ Ω and we may choose φ 0 such that sup R×Ω φ(t, x) = 1. For any > 0, we see that
As min (t,x)∈R×Ω φ(t, x) > 0 and
The arbitrariness of then yields (5.2). Hence,
(2) Let φ be as in (5.3) andφ be a twice continuously differentiable, positive and T -periodic function on R × R N such thatφ(t, x) = φ(t, x) for (t, x) ∈ R × Ω. For any > 0, similar arguments as in (5.4) lead to
It then follows from Taylor's expansion that
for some α > 0. In particular,
As min (t,x)∈R×Ω φ(t, x) > 0, for any > 0, there exists σ > 0 such that
By the definition of λ p (−L Ω,m,σ ) and Proposition 5.1(2), we obtain lim inf
We show the reverse inequality, namely, lim sup
For any > 0, there exists an open ball B ⊂ Ω of radius such that
Letφ : R × R N → [0, ∞) be a continuous and T -periodic function and satisfies
Obviously,φ is also in C 2 (t, ·) for each t ∈ R. We see
By assumptions on J, there holds
Since min (t,x)∈R×Ω φ(t, x) > 0, one has min (t,x)∈R×B φ(t, x) > 0 uniformly in . Clearly, the following estimates hold:
For any α, β > 0, one has
Hence, for 0 < σ 1, there holds
It then follows from the definition of λ p (−L Ω,m,σ ) and Proposition 5.1(2) that
for 0 < σ 1. This proves (5.6). Combining (5.5) and (5.6), we conclude the expected limit
Therefore, we need to show that
To do so, it suffices to prove the inequality
Fix such a λ. By Proposition 5.1, there exists a positive function φ(t, x) ∈ X
Since Ω contains the origin, one has Ω σ1 ⊂ Ω σ2 . Moreover a σ1 (t, x) ≤ a σ2 (t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ R × Ω σ1 . An easy computation yields
The proof is complete.
Finally, we study the scaling limits of the positive T -periodic solution of (1.9) and we prove Theorem E. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose (H2). If min x∈Ω a T (x) > 0, then for each x ∈ Ω, the equation
has a unique positive and T -periodic solution, denoted by v * (t, x), that is continuous in x.
Proof. It is known (see e.g. [6] ) that for each x ∈ Ω, the equation v t = f (t, x, v) has a (unique) positive and T -periodic solution if and only if a T (x) > 0.
We prove the following two theorems that consist of Theorem E. There are three cases. 
